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INTRODUCTION 

 

Hello hello! Welcome to the new podcast entitled “Dyslexia in the Wild West.” This podcast is 

brought to your by the Reading Therapy Center of Southern Arizona,where we teach children 

with disabilities how to read. You can find us at www.readingtherapycenter.org or give us call at 

(520) 342-6530.  

 

I am your host, Retina Bauschatz – AKA “Miss Tina.” In this podcast, I will demystify the entire 

reading process for parents, from identifying that your child has an issue with reading to 

receiving an intervention.  

 

In this episode – Episode number one entitled “What is Dyslexia, Anyway?,” I describe MTSS – 

those multi-tiered systems of support that are meant to identify and help students who are at-risk 

of reading failure. 

 

I explain what dyslexia is and debunk common myths about dyslexia.  

 

Finally, I investigate the criteria for “reading specialist,” “reading interventionist,” or “reading 

teacher” so that parents understand the difference between those state-instructors and those in the 

private sector and the Reading Therapy Center. 

 

PART 1: MTSS ACROSS AZ 

 

Introduction: RTI or – as it’s now called MTSS -  is not a particular method or instructional 

approach, rather it is a process or a framework intended to shift educational resources toward the 

delivery and evaluation of instruction, and away from classification of disabilities. mtss is not a 

particular method or instructional approach.  

 

The success of MTSS depends on the timely delivery of research-based instruction by highly 

qualified instructors. Although RTI can be implemented at any grade level, it is likely that the 

development of language and literacy skills will be addressed most prominently in the early 

grades, kindergarten though third grade. (https://www.readingrockets.org/article/rti-and-reading-

response-intervention-nutshell) 

 

Stage 1 is a screening to determine who might be “at risk” for reading failure or for not keeping 

up with the curriculum (and thus not passing the standardized state test). There can be a high 

number of false-positives in screeners. 

 

http://www.readingtherapycenter.org/
http://www.readingtherapycenter.org/
https://www.readingrockets.org/article/rti-and-reading-response-intervention-nutshell
https://www.readingrockets.org/article/rti-and-reading-response-intervention-nutshell
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Stage 2 is to provide the child regular instruction in the general education classroom by a 

qualified instructor. If the child continues to fall behind, then we move to stage three, which is an 

intervention. (Mind you that, during all of this trial and error, the student is still not being treated 

for their specific barriers to learning and is inevitably falling further behind in the curriculum.) 

 

In Stage 3, the school provides an intervention, possibly including, but not limited to, additional 

time exposed to the core curriculum in small groups (3-6 students), other supplementary 

instruction, or special education. 

 

Progress monitoring and adjustments to the intervention are supposed to follow.  

 

Now at each school, this system looks a little bit different. My interest is in learning what RTI or 

MTSS looks like across different schools in Arizona, starting with Tucson: how structured are 

the programs, how effective ar3e the programs, which providers are implementing the program, 

what are the pros and cons of each program, and how can we improve the program so that all at-

risk students are reading at grade level?  

 

For more information about response-to-intervention or multi-tiered systems of support, visit our 

website and click on “podcast.” This episode is titled “What is Dyslexia, anyway?” and has some 

easy to read flow charts for MTSS interventions.  

 

PART 2: ABOUT THE RESEARCH 

 

Introduction: So often, parents with children who are not reading at grade level and really 

struggle with spelling, will ask me, “so do you think that my child might have dyslexia?” So let’s 

look at the definition of dyslexia, the scope of the label “dyslexic,” and debunk some myths. In 

future podcasts, we’ll discuss effective interventions for a child with reading challenges, what 

accommodations you can provide at school for them, and what additional supports are available 

outside of school. 

 

Definition: According to the DSM – and as is similar to that of the IDA – “Dyslexia is a learning 

disorder that is neurological in origin, and involves difficulty reading due to problems identifying 

speech sounds and learning how they relate to letters and words (decoding). The diagnostic 

criteria for Dyslexia, according to the DSM IV are as follows: Reading achievement, is 

substantially below that expected given the person's chronological age, measured intelligence, 

and age-appropriate education.  

 

Now here are a few myths about Dyslexia that I’d like to de-bunk for you. (Information found at 

www.understood.org)  

 

Myth #1: Reading and writing letters backwards is the main sign of Dyslexia 

Fact: Some kids with dyslexia write letters backwards and some don’t. So, letter reversal isn’t 

necessarily a sign that your child has dyslexia. In fact, young children commonly reverse letters. 

It’s not unusual to see them confuse b and d or write p instead of q. If your child is still doing so 

by the end of first grade, however, it may signal the need for an evaluation. 

 

http://www.readingtherapycenter.org/
http://www.understood.org/
https://www.understood.org/en/learning-attention-issues/child-learning-disabilities/dyslexia/faqs-about-reversing-letters-writing-letters-backwards-and-dyslexia
https://www.understood.org/en/school-learning/evaluations/evaluation-basics/understanding-evaluations
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Myth #2: Dyslexia doesn’t show up until elementary school 

Fact: Signs of dyslexia can show up in preschool, or even earlier. That’s because dyslexia can 

affect language skills that are essential skills for reading. Some signs that a preschooler may be 

at risk for dyslexia include difficulty rhyming and being a “late talker” or have or identifying 

letters. 

 

Myth #3: Children with dyslexia are just lazy 

Fact: Research shows that the brain functions differently in kids with dyslexia. It also shows that 

reading can actually change the brain over time. But effort has nothing to do with it. It’s the type 

of instruction that makes a difference, not how hard kids try. With good instruction and practice, 

kids with dyslexia can make lasting gains in reading. 

There are a number of reading programs designed for struggling readers. Many use what’s called 

a multisensory approach. This type of instruction uses sight, sound and touch as pathways to 

learning. 

 

Myth#4: Dyslexia will go away (or be cured) once the child learns to read 

Fact: Intervention makes a big difference in helping kids with dyslexia learn to read. But being 

able to read doesn’t mean they’re “cured.” Dyslexia is a lifelong learning issue that can affect 

more than just basic reading skills. On top of making it hard to decode, dyslexia can make it 

difficult to read fluently. It can impact how well kids comprehend what they’ve read. Kids with 

dyslexia may also continue to struggle with spelling and writing even once they’ve learned to 

read. 

 

Myth #5: Dyslexia is a vision problem 

Fact: Vision problems don’t cause dyslexia. Kids with dyslexia are no more likely to have eye 

and vision problems than other kids. 

It’s true that some may have problems with visual perception, or visual processing. That means 

the brain has trouble recognizing details in images and processing what the eyes are seeing. 

Those challenges can make reading difficult. But they’re not a part of dyslexia 

 

Myth #6: Dyslexia is not the parents’ fault nor is it caused by not reading enough at home 

Fact: Reading at home and being exposed to reading is important for all kids. But dyslexia 

doesn’t happen because of a lack of exposure. It’s a neurological condition. People who don’t 

know your family may wrongly assume you’re not doing enough reading with your child. You 

may need to explain that dyslexia is caused by differences in how the brain functions. 

 

CONCLUSION 

We have posted a few excellent resources on early universal screening for dyslexia on our 

website, www.readingtherapycenter.org. Our Reading Therapy Center actually offers different 

package for private schools that include a universal reading screener for dyslexia. Unlike other 

reading screeners, the Reading Therapy Center provides concrete and specific treatment plans for 

each student, rather than just identifying them and recommending that the school keep a close 

eye on their development or increase curriculum exposure to an additional 30 minutes per day in 

a small group.  

 

PART 3: ASK A READING SPECIALIST 

http://www.readingtherapycenter.org/
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https://www.understood.org/en/school-learning/partnering-with-childs-school/instructional-strategies/multisensory-instruction-what-you-need-to-know
https://www.understood.org/en/learning-attention-issues/child-learning-disabilities/dyslexia/qa-how-do-you-teach-a-child-with-dyslexia-to-read
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So your child is at school and has been identified as needing additional support with reading. The 

school says your child is going to work with a “Reading Specialist” or a “Reading 

Interventionist” or a “Reading Teacher.” You feel great because something is being done to help 

your child. But what is a “reading teacher”? And what is the difference between a school who 

hires a “reading specialist” and the reading specialists at the Reading Therapy Center of Southern 

Arizona? 

 

To address these questions, I went to the Arizona Dept of Education’s website and reviewed the 

requirements. To earn what they call a “reading specialist endorsement” 

 

Our reading specialists –  

• must have Autism knowledge & certification in ABA (RBT) 

• have broad knowledge of numerous neurological disorders, 

• certification in OG 

• weeklong Linda Mood-Bell workshop 

• 1 seminar on visual processing that includes vision therapy 

• at least 1 social-thinking conference annually 

• at least 36 hours of intensive Bauschatz-scripted Orton-Gillingham treatment program 

used at the RTC with children who have severe dyslexia   

http://www.readingtherapycenter.org/

